
austria reading still the news and only once in my mountain cabin hearing from the

with   a   civil   war   escalating   and   lastly   traveling   by   car   through   germany   and 

political gossips and only a few news with actual casualties especially in lybia 

12165: "checking the news very regularly while in holland but almost finding just 

mass-produced scorpions turning against them"

dutch people living in their clean garden in all commodities and now having the 

08100: "a fable written while in the netherlands and possibly also inspired by 

where my bavarian ancestors came from"

visiting smaller towns closer to the alps and possibly also similar to the towns 

also   visiting   the   small   village   where   a   turkish   friend   grew   up   and   finally 

heidelberg getting at least a feeling of what was a german city before the war and 

italy  and  stopping  in  several  german  towns  like  speyer  and  then  the  beautiful 

bringing her from one little farm to another and then taking my time to travel to 

13179:   "still   filming   in   and   around   culemborg   taking   long   walks   with   livia 

thoughts spontaneously coming to me"

how the rage of nazism has wiped out the history it was so proud of and having 

rewards and also taking a very long walk in heidelberg there mostly reflecting on 

fully isolated state now only concentrated in doing my project without any social 

09097: "walking still in the dutch countryside before reflecting also about my 

with my project being quite cut out but finding strength in making it"

physical exercise despite all the walking and still at times feeling very isolated 

and taking good care of livia but also feeling a bit frustrated for the lack of 

04120: "feeling quite happy with my life in the netherlands working on my project 

what comes to my mind"

thoughts  completely  disillusioned  but  just  simply  and  spontaneously  expressing 

around   the   dutch   countryside   and   still   being   able   to   think   and   formulate   my 

09096: "recording thoughts now taking the last walks with livia in the stroller 

cities and natural sites"

to provance experiencing many new things both traveling as well as visiting old 

getting several ideas as well as getting many ideas traveling with him down south 

later traveling with august to paris spending hours roaming around the city and 

14137: "getting ideas while mostly in culemborg taking care of little livia and 

in rotterdam with some traffic"

inhaling fresh good air walking a lot in the open countryside beside one day spent 

traffic   especially   in   the   southern   part   of   town   and   other   than   that   always 

in the netherlands breathing mostly good air but at times biking experiencing some 

waiting with august for the bus on the big provincial road to his house and then 

the gravel used on the road during winter and also breathing bad traffic pollution 

15118: "breathing a bit of bad air while in sweden with all the dust caused by 



the  northern part with hard and compact earth"

strength finding some time moments of energy to only dig with the shovel now on  

06125: "more digging in the field and having to take many breaks to recover my 

lower part with the wheelbarrow"

getting quite exhausted selecting the kind of ground and transporting it to the 

06124: "digging more on the higher part of the field for my cube installation and 

build a higher wall on the lower part of the field where to build my cube"

06123: "picking heavy stones from the road side and also down small valleys to 

field working intensively under the spring sun"

06122: "still spending many hours digging with the ax and the spade around the 

not really exercising my upper body"

straight after traveling early in the morning from innsbruck and after a long time 

06121: "starting to dig in the mountains on the square where to build my cube 

hills in beautiful heidelberg"

livia in the chart and at last traveling through germany and taking a hike up the 

06120:"still biking in the netherlands and going with myrthe to businchem pulling 

italian teacher"

visiting her cousins for birthdays as well as visiting a few friends like myrthe's 

finish the songs and also starting to sing a bit of heidi and also hearing songs 

03118:  "a  month  singing  pinocchio  songs  to  livia  with  her  now  being  able  to 

academy"

davide  and  some  more  techie  guys  as  well  as  davide  old  professor  from  the  art 

presentation at the cini foundation meeting other presenters like some friends of 

and   meeting   some   of   the   curators   there   and   later   going   to   venice   for   a 

10126: "folk met at first while in denmark for my show at the aarhus art museum 

neighbour about the deadly terror attack in sri lanka"


